
Redundant servers and storage can only go so far.
The Dynect Platform global infrastructure will take it from there.

Dynect Platform Global Footprint 
Close to the eye balls - We selectively choose our locations based on what matters 
to your users to reduce their latency.  That way, they access your content and services 
faster making them happier.

Not all sites are created equal - Dynect Platform sites are different from other 
providers.  Each of our sites are over-provisioned even large-scale catastrophes are 
unlikely to affect it.

Built on a solid foundation - all our network locations are housed in top-tier data 
centers, featuring the best in connectivity, physical security and cooling.

DNS Expert - Our staff monitors hardware 24/7 and can interact with data center 
operators at any time to perform any maintenance tasks that may be required, in a jiffy.
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The Dynect Platform Network
The Dynect Platform network is an advanced 
delivery platform for serving DNS.  Our global 
footprint, expert operations, and Dynect Concierge 
will remove DNS management headaches so you 
can focus on your core competency.

Optimized for DNS and Just DNS
All of our network is optimized for DNS delivery 
from physical facilities, telecomm providers, 
routing and switching equipment, server hardware, 
operations procedures, to technical staff.  With such 
a focus, we are able to provide you greater reliable 
and service.

Fantastically Fast for Everyone
You can fine-tune your site as much as you want 
but it won’t help much if your DNS is slow. Our 
geographically distributed network, our dedicated 
servers (they do DNS and nothing but DNS) and 
state-of-the-art routers ensure packets flow as 
freely as they possibly can, resulting in fast response 
times and fast updates, for the ultimate end-user 
experience.

Anycast Technology
The Dynect Platform’s globally redundant network 
is reinforced by the power of Anycast DNS. Anycast 
is a routing scheme ensuring data is routed to the 
best location, as determined by the network setup. 
By tweaking carriers, bandwidth and geographic 
location, we reduce latency to an absolute 
minimum and ensure the network always works 
“just right” wherever you are and however you 
connect to it.

Regular DNS delivery networks 
Some users experience a fast, reliable experience

while others see high latency, jitter, and packet loss.

Dynect’s DNS delivery platform with Anycast Technology 
All users experience a high level of service

regardless of their geographic location.
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